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SUMMARY INFORMATION: PRODUCER: Emma Slade WRITER: Stuart McKenzie DIRECTORS: Miranda Harcourt & Stuart McKenzie DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Andrew Stroud PRODUCTION DESIGNER: Iain Aitken COSTUME DESIGNER: Kirsty Cameron MAKE UP DESIGNER: Frankie Karena EDITOR: Dan Kircher COMPOSER: Andrew Thomas SOUND DESIGNER: Melanie Graham STARRING: Timothy Spall, Melanie Lynksey, Lucy Lawless, Nicholas Galitzine, Erana James, Kate Harcourt and Benji Purchase. Duration:



01:32:37



Audio:



Dolby 5.1



Aspect ratio:



2.39.1



Screening formats:



DCP with 5.1 audio
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LOGLINE: The Changeover is a supernatural thriller about a troubled teenager who must change over and become a witch in order to save her little brother from an ancient spirit.



SHORT SYNOPSIS: In post-earthquake Christchurch, teenager Laura Chant (Erana James) cares for her younger brother Jacko (Benji Purchase) while their mum Kate (Melanie Lynskey) is at work. After school one day Laura loses Jacko, only to find him playing in a pop-up shop filled with strange toys. The creepy old shop-owner, Carmody Braque (Timothy Spall) gives Jacko a stamp on his hand and sends them on their way. But Jacko suddenly begins to get sick and Laura realises there’s more to Braque, and the stamp, than she had first realised. Fearing that something supernatural is at work and desperate to save her little brother, Laura seeks help from Sorensen Carlisle (Nicholas Galitzine), a prefect at her school to whom she is mysteriously drawn. Laura discovers that Sorenson is from a family of witches. Sorensen’s mum (Lucy Lawless) reveals the only way Laura can save Jacko is to ‘change over’ and become a witch to defeat the evil ancient spirit Braque.



LONG SYNOPSIS: Sixteen-year-old Laura Chant lives in earthquake-scarred Christchurch with her mother Kate and five-year-old brother Jacko. Laura looks after Jacko while Kate works long hours. One day, Laura loses Jacko, but follows a black cat to find a pop-up 4



shop where an old man, Carmody Braque, has taken a disturbing interest in the little boy and his toy monkey. Braque marks the boy’s hand with a sinister stamp, but fails to stamp the monkey. Jacko sickens quickly. Stung by guilt, Laura returns to confront Braque and senses that he is gaining power while her brother worsens. Kate however, dismisses Laura’s desperate account of an evil demon feeding off Jacko’s life. Laura storms off to seek help from mysterious school prefect Sorensen Carlisle, whom she now believes has supernatural powers. Sorensen explains that Jacko must have “invited” Braque in somehow — and that now Braque is possessing Jacko. Sorensen’s mother Miryam and grandmother Winter reveal to Laura that they are a family of witches. They recognise that Laura is a “sensitive”, and insist the only way she can combat Braque would be to “change over” and become a witch herself. Afraid for Laura, Sorensen warns her that a changeover is extremely dangerous and often ends in madness. Laura is unnerved - her own father took his life as a result of mental illness.



Sorensen suggests an alternative plan — he could help by trying to steal Braque’s stamp and then bargain for Jacko’s life. However, before they can track him down, Braque shows up at Laura’s house in the middle of the night. Now that Laura knows Braque needs to be invited, she provokes him into angrily crossing the threshold without an invitation. Braque collapses and retreats, but Laura’s triumph is shortlived as Braque’s possession of Jacko continues and the child is rushed to hospital. Kate lashes out, blaming Laura’s increasingly erratic behaviour for Jacko’s collapse. The hospital however diagnoses a fatal form of anemia, insisting a bone marrow transplant is Jacko’s only chance. Blood tests are conducted to find out if Laura or Kate might be a donor match.
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Braque strikes again just as Laura and Sorensen discover his true nature. He is a “larva,” a sadistic demon that lives off children’s pain. He needs to trap Jacko’s soul in a spiritual totem, something the child loves. Laura realises that this is the monkey that Braque has been trying to get his hands on. In fact, Braque succeeds in tricking them and does get hold of monkey and then he tricks Laura again by offering monkey back. As soon as she puts out her hand to accept his invitation, Braque throws Laura under his spell. Warned by a visitation from her future self, Laura manages to break Braque’s spell just as she is about to be anaesthetised for bone-marrow surgery. She escapes from surgery with Sorensen’s assistance and makes the decision to confront her fears and attempt a changeover. Following a ritual conducted by the Carlisle witches, Laura enters a treacherous dream world in which there are a number of possible Lauras, but only one can triumph. Laura learns to take control of the dream-reality and it is now that she visits her past self, about to go into surgery, to warn her how to break Braque’s spell. Laura tracks Braque down to his lair where his collection of stamped toys is revealed as children from across the ages, trapped in limbo. Believing that Laura is still under his spell, Braque makes the fatal mistake of inviting her in. She pounces, declaring that she is a witch and turning Braque’s stamp on himself, revealing Laura’s own mark instead. Braque wastes away, cursing Laura that he will live on in her forever. When Laura returns to the hospital she discovers she is too late and that Jacko has died. Drawing darkly on her new powers, Laura resurrects her little brother and returns him to a grieving Kate. Having confronted darkness, Laura can never go back to her previous self. She is now a young woman with deep powers — including the power to pursue a relationship with Sorensen.
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THE STORY OF THE CHANGEOVER: The Changeover feature film was adapted from the 1984 young adult novel of the same name, written by internationally celebrated Kiwi author Margaret Mahy. Mahy is considered the godmother of the Young Adult genre and The Changeover was at the forefront of this movement. It has become an iconic book in the New Zealand literary landscape — and a powerful inspiration for directors Miranda Harcourt and Stuart McKenzie. “As a fresh-faced drama school student, I read The Changeover on National Radio as one of my first ever jobs,” says Harcourt. “The book is so powerful and unsettling.” McKenzie adds, “I read the book when it first came out and remember being bowled over by it. It was one of those books I came back to time after time and felt strongly it would make a stunning film, contesting the border between reality and the supernatural.” In order to communicate their vision for the final film, McKenzie and Harcourt set about shooting a tone reel. Partnering with Auckland-based director of photography Andrew Stroud, the team conjured up images and scenes in a 3-minute teaser which wowed creative talent and attracted them to the project. The tone reel was also used by producer Emma Slade to take the project to market to secure final funding, a task made just a bit easier given the iconic source material and the caliber of the creative team coming on board. Emma Slade remarks that the themes the film tackles, of change and transformation, speak to her deeply. She says, “The script was fantastic, absolutely compelling. I knew that Stuart was a visionary and Miranda is celebrated globally for her work with actors, so having an opportunity to work with this dynamic duo was something I did not want to miss out on”. 7



She says, “I am drawn to stories about female empowerment with female characters that are three-dimensional, conflicted, interesting and real! The Changeover has all of that and more!” With Slade on board, the team set out to find the right cast to bring the characters to life. “When it came to casting our key lead Carmody Braque, we wanted someone with international standing who could bring humanity, intensity and charisma to the role. There was no doubt for us that person was Timothy Spall,” says McKenzie. They approached the iconic actor and were thrilled when he offered to meet them for lunch — even though he suggested The Ivy in central London, a mere 18,000 kilometers from their home in Wellington, New Zealand. There was nothing for it but to pack their bags and go. “The lunch was a roaring success” Harcourt says, “although I had the most intense jet lag so had to keep trotting off to the bathroom, setting my alarm for 5 minutes and dossing down on the marble floor before racing back upstairs to continue discussing the character. Stuart held the fort and the conversation was fun and free-wheeling and Timothy agreed to come on board!” With Timothy Spall confirmed, the challenge was to find a young female lead who could bring the character of Laura Chant to life. Luckily for the pair, they had just the right young woman in mind. “Miranda and Stuart had cast Erana James to play Laura Chant in the tone reel as a dress rehearsal for the feature film,” says Slade. “She was stunning and captivating and embodied the essence of the character completely. We completed a nationwide
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audition search for Laura even after making the tone-reel, but Erana remained the perfect person to play Laura and everyone who saw her work fell in love with her.” “From the moment Stuart and I met Erana at Rata Studios Teen Drama School in Wellington we knew she was perfect for Laura,” says Harcourt. “She has the qualities of fierce determination and vulnerability — and looks amazing on camera! She combines real star quality and authenticity. In The Changeover, we watch a girl growing up — and that is what happened to Erana throughout the process. We see her become a powerful young woman in front of our eyes!” Looking to round out the cast, Harcourt and McKenzie were thrilled when they secured the formidable talents of actors Lucy Lawless, Nick Galitzine and local favourite Melanie Lynskey. “I first worked with Miranda on Heavenly Creatures in the early 90s where she was my acting coach,” said Lynskey. “So, the chance to work with her again on this incredible project was a no-brainer.” With a cast in place, production began at rapid pace. It was important to the team to shoot the film in Christchurch. “Christchurch is the “spiritual home” of The Changeover. It is where author Margaret Mahy lived and it is where she set her story,” says McKenzie. “The flat vistas of Christchurch give the film a unique look and cinematographer Andrew Stroud and Production Designer Iain Aitken helped us reflect the everyday and often unexpected beauty of the city. We were striving for something we called rough poetry.”
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Christchurch looks a little different these days to when Margaret Mahy wrote The Changeover. Explains McKenzie, “We updated Margaret’s story to contemporary, post-earthquake Christchurch. We don’t make a big thing about it, but for us the brokenness and reconstruction of Christchurch is a visual metaphor for Laura’s own damage and subsequent transformation.” The picture began shooting on 19th September 2016 and shot for 5 weeks around the city of Christchurch. “To shoot in the location where the story is set, provided an opportunity for the city to become a character in the film,” says Slade. “It brings depth, nuance and integrity to the piece.” “We had extraordinary support from the Christchurch City Council, ChristchurchNZ, Develop Christchurch, Christchurch & Canterbury Tourism, local residents and businesses,” continues Slade. “Mahy is a local legend and to have an opportunity to show Christchurch developing and growing after dark times was an exciting prospect for everyone involved.” With the film ‘in the can’, editor Dan Kircher worked with the directors to mold it into its final form, a task they tackled with great heart. “Dan was a passionate advocate for the fine balance between genre and naturalism in “The Changeover,” says McKenzie. “With Dan, we focused in on the primal themes of the film — love, loss, sacrifice and change. A great editor needs real empathy and human understanding and Dan is a great editor. Miranda and I were constantly wowed by his acute psychological insight into Laura and the other characters.” Kircher relished the chance to work with Harcourt and McKenzie and the unique challenges working with two directors brings. 10



“I call them ‘left brain’ and ‘right brain’ because they are insanely different but somehow it works. They are so different, but it all comes together beautifully!” With the structure of the picture taking shape, the focus shifted to the music, a key component of the impact of the final film. “Music is soul. And the soul of this film is contemporary and electronic. This is also the register of the film’s composer Andrew Thomas. Andrew’s music spans classical and pop. He has taken the industrial sounds of the Christchurch rebuild and woven them into something radiantly dark and emotional.,” says McKenzie. “We wanted the music in The Changeover to help us feel what Laura is feeling as she goes on this quest to save her little brother. We have a number of stunning pop tracks by NZ and Scandinavian female vocalists which act as a kind of interior monologue for Laura.” Harcourt adds, “As a woman filmmaker I wanted to really feel the story through Laura Chant, to be with her, to be inside her head, to see and feel with her. And that is what we have tried to do with the cinematography, the edit and the music.” Composer Andrew Thomas credits their success to a uniquely collaborative approach. “Working with editor Dan Kircher, right from the beginning was fantastic,” says Thomas. “Right from the get-go I was providing draft tracks that Dan, Stuart and Miranda could put into the edit. Ultimately this meant we could use the music to influence the cut and vice versa. It’s a great way to work!” The final picture was locked in early August and a theatrical release for New Zealand is set for late September 2017. As the film is about to be handed over to audiences,
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McKenzie and Harcourt pause to reflect on what Mahy would have thought of the final project. “All along we’ve wanted to make something Margaret would love: raw and lyrical, tender and tough and true. We wanted to keep the story feeling very contemporary, as the book itself was when it was first published in 1984. Like Margaret, we wanted to find the magic in the real world, not drift away into fantasy” says McKenzie. “We were lucky to have Margaret’s blessing from the start. Before she died, she read and loved an early draft of the screenplay. So that was a great feeling to carry through the development of the project and into the shoot itself. She really encouraged us to find the spirit of the story and not be bound by the literal form of the book”. “Margaret was always clear that Laura’s changeover into a witch is a metaphor for her becoming a young woman, an active journey to embrace her own creative power. And Laura’s story itself is a metaphor for the challenges we all face in our lives and the changeovers we all have to make”. “Margaret changed over before the film was made. But we feel her spirit with us.”
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THE DIRECTORS’ VISION We see The Changeover as emotionally true, scary, fun, and visually lyrical. We wanted to make a film that delivers real surprise and lasting satisfaction to its target audience of teenage girls and women. In The Changeover the supernatural is a symbol for the magic of the everyday world and the challenge to change and grow. This principle guided our approach to the tone of the film, its narrative, performance and visual style. Our compass was set firmly on the real. Some inspirations for us in terms of charting a compelling balance between the natural and the fantastic are: — “When Animals Dream” (Jonas Alexander Arnby, 2014) — “Beasts of the Southern Wild” (Benh Zeitlin, 2011) — “Let the Right One In” (Thomas Alfredson, 2008)  — “Twilight” (Catherine Hardwicke, 2008)  — “Bridge to Terabithia” (Gabor Csupo, 2007)  — “Spirited Away”, (Hayao Miyazaki, 2001) — “Stalker” (Andrei Tarkovsky, 1979)  — “Rosemary’s Baby” (Roman Polanski, 1968) Grounded in the everyday world, we wanted The Changeover to have a lived-in, closely observed feel. We wanted to discover an authentic beauty in the world — and specifically the world of post-earthquake Christchurch. 13



Some of our visual inspiration came from the work of photographers such as Nan Goldin, Bill Henson and Todd Hido. In making The Changeover we were very aware that teenage girls are sophisticated media creatures. They are used to the big budget flash and remote fantasy of the blockbuster franchises. But as parents of teenage daughters ourselves, we know that these girls also respond to stories close to their hearts, entertaining, empowering and intense. We wanted to reflect back to our girls the things that touch them deeply. Their fear of the dangers of the world and their feelings of weakness and disempowerment. Their fear that they are awkward and unlovely. Their sense that they are not yet who they might become. Their energy and fun. Their longing for love. Their feeling that they have deep powers waiting to be unleashed.
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THE CHANGEOVER BOOK: An international classic of the Young Adult genre, Margaret Mahy’s award winning The Changeover has sold hundreds of thousands of copies all around the world. First published in 1984 in Britain and the United States simultaneously, it immediately won the prestigious Carnegie Medal. There have since been 24 separate editions of the book and it’s been translated into German, French, Spanish, Dutch, Norwegian, Danish, Icelandic, Swedish, Finnish, Italian, Japanese, Catalan, Afrikaans, Russian and Chinese. The Changeover has received universal praise from critics. The Guardian described it as “a seamless combination of supernatural thriller and entirely authentic teenage story… Original and unforgettable.” The Times Literary Supplement said, “It is rare to find a novel that captures so well the changeover from child to adult, and from what is real in the mind to what is real outside.” While Kirkus Review called it, “The best supernatural young adult fiction around. With Stephen King power and Mahy’s own class and polish.”
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ABOUT MARGARET MAHY: Margaret Mahy (1936–2012) is New Zealand’s most celebrated children’s and young adult writer and is considered a national treasure. As the author of more than 120 titles, Mahy’s readership is vast. Awarded the Order of New Zealand in 1993, she also won many global prizes for children’s authors, including the Carnegie Medal twice — and in 2006 she won the Hans Christian Andersen Award, considered the supreme international award for children’s literature. Before becoming a full-time writer, Mahy worked as a librarian. Her books ring with humour, fantasy, adventure, science and the supernatural, qualities the author seamlessly balances with her interest in the narrative possibilities of the ordinary world. Margaret’s daughter Bridget had this to say about her mother and the films creation. “Margaret really wanted a reflection of our distinctive landscape, accents and kiwisims. She understood the intrinsic value of New Zealanders seeing themselves on the small and big screens. Margaret was delighted when producers Miranda and Stuart optioned 'The Changeover' and showed their staying power by growing their script - shaping it and re-shaping it and maintaining contact. For her, this was as good as any offshore Disney offer - local filmmakers who were passionate about the story, the characters and their relationships; who understood the Canterbury setting and were intrigued by the creative possibilities of magic unhinging suburban domestic life”.
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KEY CAST: TIMOTHY SPALL: CARMODY BRAQUE Some actors play a variation of the same character over and over again: Timothy Spall isn’t one of them. From Macbeth on the stage to Winston Churchill on screen (twice in Jackboots on Whitehall and The King’s Speech, 2010) and from the voice of a rat in Chicken Run (2000) to playing the character of Peter Pettigrew in the Harry Potter franchise, Timothy Spall has had a diverse career across the stage, television and film. In 2014 his portrayal of Eccentric British painter J.M.W. Turner in Mr. Turner won him the Best Actor award at the Cannes Film Festival. In the Queen’s Millennium Honours, Timothy Spall was made an Officer of the Order of the British Empire for his services to drama.



MELANIE LYNSKEY: KATE CHANT New Zealand born Melanie Lynskey's first role came in 1994 with her award winning performance in Peter Jackson's Heavenly Creatures opposite Kate Winslet. Since then, she has amassed a number of credits both in features and television. Her credits include Steven Soderbergh's The Informant, Tom McCarthy's Win Win, Billy Ray's Shattered Glass, Sam Mendes' Away We Go, Jason Reitman's Up In The Air, Andy Tennant's Ever After and Sweet Home Alabama, Clint Eastwood's Flags Of Our Fathers, and Angus MacLachlan's Goodbye To All That, which premiered at Tribeca in 2014. 17



In 2012, Lynskey played the lead role in Todd Louiso's film Hello I Must Be Going. The film opened the 2012 Sundance Film Festival and was rated one of the “Top Ten Independent Films” of the year by the National Board of Review. Lynskey’s performance in the film earned her critical praise and a nomination for a 2012 Gotham Independent Film Award in the category of 'Breakthrough Actor'. In 2014 Lynskey starred in Joe Swanberg's Happy Christmas, which also premiered in Competition at Sundance where she also won the U.S. Dramatic Special Jury Award for Individual Performance for her role in Clea DuVall’s The Intervention. On the small screen, she was last seen in the Duplass brothers' critically acclaimed HBO show, Togetherness, for which she was nominated for a Critic's Choice Award. She also voiced the character Beatrice in Cartoon Network's Over The Garden Wall, which won the 2015 Emmy for Best Animated Program. Up next, she can be seen in Netflix’s Wet Hot American Summer and Girlboss. Lynskey’s next movie I Don't Feel At Home In This World Anymore opposite Elijah Wood and directed by Macon Blair is currently available on Netflix. It won the Grand Jury Price at Sundance in 2017 and Megan Griffiths’ Sadie opposite John Gallagher Jr. Melanie has also just wrapped SBS Australian mini series Sunshine and is now shooting Hulu’s Stephen King series Castle Rock in Boston.



LUCY LAWLESS: MIRYAM CARLISLE New Zealand icon Lucy Lawless’s name is still synonymous with Xena: Warrior Princess, (1995) a series she starred in after her role in Hercules: The Legendary Journeys (1995). Lawless went on to make appearances in films including Battlestar Galactica (2004) and Adam Sandler’s Bedtime Stories (2008). 18



Her most recent roles include playing Diane Lewis on NBC’S political comedy series Parks and Recreation and Caroline Platt in Jane Campion’s award-winning series Top of the Lake. Lawless was awarded the NZ Order of Merit in 2004 for services to entertainment and the community. ERANA JAMES: LAURA CHANT (NGĀTI WHĀTUA ŌRĀKEI, WAIKATO TAINUI) Erana James is a newcomer to film. She was discovered for the lead role of Laura Chant at the celebrated Professional Teens Acting Course at Rata Studios in Wellington. Seventeen- year-old Erana finished high-school in 2016. She is now studying Maori Language and Politics at Victoria University, Wellington. KATE HARCOURT: WINTER CARLISLE Dame Kate Harcourt is a stalwart of the New Zealand acting community with a career on the radio, stage and screen that has stretched over several decades. Her CV includes roles in The Vagina Monologues, Maude in women's comedy collective Hens’ Teeth, and European performances of Ibsen classic Hedda Gabler. Kate was named a Dame Companion of the NZ Order of Merit in 1996 for her contributions to theatre. Her daughter Miranda Harcourt and son-in-law Stuart McKenzie adapted and developed “The Changeover”.
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NICHOLAS GALITZINE: SORENSEN CARLISLE Nicholas made his film debut in John Williams' feature The Beat Beneath My Feet for Scoop Films, which premiered at the Raindance Film Festival in 2014 and screened in competition at Berlinale in 2015. His next film role was a lead in Michael Damian’s feature High Strung for Riviera Films which premiered in LA in March 2016. He stars alongside Andrew Scott as one of the leads in John Butler’s new feature film Handsome Devil, which received its world premiere at the 2016 Toronto International Film Festival. In October 2015, Nicholas was announced as one of Screen International's Stars of Tomorrow, in their annual feature which identifies young actors from across the UK who are emerging as rising talents. He will also star alongside Anjelica Huston in the forthcoming feature The Watcher in The Woods, BENJI PURCHASE: JACKO CHANT (NGATI TUWHARETOA) The youngest star of “The Changeover” is 5 year old Aucklander, Benji Purchase. The Changeover will be Benji’s debut film. He is also signed with Clyne Model Management.
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KEY CREATIVES: MIRANDA HARCOURT : DIRECTOR An award-winning actress and director, Miranda began her career starring in the 80s TV series Gloss. She travelled as a Winston Churchill Fellow to London where she studied drama-therapy at the Central School of Speech and Drama.  On her return to New Zealand, Miranda devised and wrote the now-classic play Verbatim with William Brandt, touring it around every prison in NZ — as well as to prisons, schools, theatres and festivals all over the world. Miranda was Head of Acting at Toi Whakaari for seven years. Her tenure was celebrated for establishing a close connection between the training institution and the wider industry. Miranda is now established as an acting coach of international acclaim. The many films she has coached on include Gabor Csupo’s Bridge to Terabithia (2007), Peter Jackson’s The Lovely Bones (2009), Gaylene Preston’s Home By Christmas (2010) and Jane Campion’s Bright Star (2009) and Top of the Lake (2013). Most recently, Miranda was on-set acting coach on Garth Davis’ hugely successful feature film Lion which was nominated for six academy awards. Miranda coaches actors across the spectrum from Nicole Kidman, Juliet Binoche, Anna Sophia Robb, Rose McIver, Dev Patel and other successful practitioners to weekly teenage classes at Rata Studios, Wellington. She lectures and teaches all over the world. Miranda and husband Stuart McKenzie have been at the forefront of verbatim theatre both in NZ and internationally with the iconic works Verbatim (1992) and Portraits (1995). Subsequently, their ground-breaking biographical pieces Flowers 21



from My Mother’s Garden (1998) and Biography of My Skin (2009) were met with national acclaim. In 2004, Miranda was awarded an ONZM for her services to theatre and the community.



STUART MCKENZIE : WRITER AND DIRECTOR Director and writer Stuart McKenzie’s debut feature film was low-budget psychological thriller For Good (2004) based on the stage play Portraits written with Miranda Harcourt. For Good premiered at the Montreal International Film Festival and was selected for the Critics’ Choice competition of the Paris Film Festival. Catherine le Ferrand wrote in French film journal aVoir—aLire, “one thinks of Egoyan in the way [McKenzie] visualizes silence, creates lingering images and delicately evokes the intrinsic guilt of being alive.” Through MAP Film Productions, Stuart has produced, written and/or directed several acclaimed short films with Neil Pardington and Miranda Harcourt, including The Mouth and the Truth (Best Short Film, 1991 New Zealand Film & TV Awards), Ends Meat (voted Best Film by the staff of the 1992 London Film Festival), Snap (Official Selection, 1995 Clermont-Ferrand), Chinese Whispers (finalist, 1996 Asia Pacific Film Festival) and Voiceover (Best Short Film, 1997 NZ Film & TV Awards). In 2005 Stuart conceived and directed 10-part observational documentary series Tough Act (The Gibson Group) for TV2 which followed students auditioning for Toi Whakaari: the NZ Drama School and the first year of training of the successful applicants. Tough Act was a finalist in the 2007 Air New Zealand Screen Awards in the Best Reality Series category and due to its ongoing popularity has been screened repeatedly.
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Stuart has degrees in Creative Writing (MA) and Contemporary Religion from Victoria University (BA Hons, First Class) and Canterbury University (BA) — and has completed post-graduate research in contemporary theology at Cambridge University with controversial British theologian Don Cupitt. His writings on religion and art have been published in New Zealand and internationally. Stuart started writing and acting in the Free Theatre, Christchurch. In 2000 he was named the Bruce Mason Sunday Star Times Playwrighting Fellow. Through their company The Community Theatre Trust Stuart and Miranda produced and toured Miranda’s and William Brandt’s New Zealand classic Verbatim. Stuart and Miranda’s follow-up play Portraits was based on interviews with the rapist and murderer of a teenager, his girlfriend and the parents of the victim. In 1998 Stuart wrote Flowers from My Mother’s Garden. A sell-out success at the 1998 NZ International Festival of the Arts, it explores genealogy, social history and family dynamics through the lens of his Miranda’s relationship with her mother Kate Harcourt. Flowers toured nationally and was seen by over 35,000 people, becoming one of New Zealand’s most loved and popular plays. It is published by Penguin Books. Stuart’s play Biography of My Skin was commissioned by Downstage Theatre in 2009 and returned for another season by popular demand in 2010. A huge popular and critical success, touring the country in late 2010, it was described by reviewer John Smythe in Theatreview as, “A gift. Shocking. Profound. Ruthlessly honest. Funny. Not to be missed.”
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EMMA SLADE: PRODUCER Emma has worked in the film and television industry for more than 16 years, beginning in the UK and then moving back home keen to tell stories that resonated internationally but were firmly rooted in New Zealand. Among her credits, Emma worked on the political drama Rage, which was based on the events of the 1981 Springbok Tour and was nominated for five NZ TV awards in 2012, and Bride Flight, directed by critically acclaimed Dutch director Ben Sombogaart, and recipient of eleven awards at international film festivals in 2008. Most recently Emma has produced the NZ/Chinese co-production Into the Rainbow starring Willow Shields (The Hunger Games) and the Brazilian/NZ feature Little Secret, which was nominated as Brazil’s Oscar entry for Best Foreign Film 2017. DAN KIRCHER - EDITOR Dan Kircher’s work as an editor has been recognized several times, with The Deadlands (2014) and Everything We Loved (2014) both receiving nominations for ‘best editing of a feature film’ at the NZ Film and TV Awards. He has also written and directed several short films.



ANDREW STROUD - DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY Cinematographer Andrew Stroud’s work has been viewed tens of millions of times he shot the music video Royals for Kiwi artist Lorde, which has been viewed more than 55 million times on Youtube.
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His film credits include the short film Ellen is Leaving which won at SXSW and San Francisco film festivals and most recently has been working on Toa Fraser’s feature length documentary The Freeman. KIRSTY CAMERON - COSTUME DESIGNER Kirsty Cameron has worked as a costume designer on some of New Zealand’s top films including the Oscar-winning Whalerider (2002), In My Father’s Den (2004) and more recently, Slow West starring Michael Fassbender. FRANKIE KARENA - MAKEUP DESIGNER Frankie Karena has worked as a hair and makeup artist and designer on big-budget Hollywood blockbusters like Avatar (2009), Peter Jackson’s King Kong (2002) and The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey (2012) and also on Kiwi films like Boy (2010) and Eagle vs Shark (2007). IAIN AITKEN - PRODUCTION DESIGNER Iain Aitken worked for many years as a production designer on the Spartacus television franchise Spartacus: Gods of the Arena and Spartacus: War of the Damned. His most recent project is on the film Into the Rainbow (2017) ANDREW THOMAS - COMPOSER Andrew has a classical background in music – having played in orchestras, chamber music groups, and performing in baroque & renaissance ensembles. Andrew has worked closely with Stuart McKenzie and Miranda Harcourt as a composer for film and theatre projects, including The Dig, Snap, Chinese Whispers, Losing Sleep and Needles and Glass. 25



He has also composed and produced music for projects directed by choreographer Lisa Densem — No Sun No Rain, Losing Sleep, We have been there (cloud in hand) and No Such Place. Andrew is signed to the internationally renowned German label KOMPAKT & has released several albums and been a regular on the popular Pop Ambient compilation series producing seven releases.
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